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Challenge: 

To supply and install a new IP HD 

CCTV system within a short time 

frame prior to Television Launch

Solution:

Sonic Security Services Ltd provided 

Hochanda with the industry leading IP 

Avigilon system.  Hochanda were 

impressed with the High Definition 

Streaming Management which would 

not impact on the sites network, 

along with the intuitive software 

which is simple to use.  We also had 

to achieve 90 days recoding which 

was achievable to comply with PCI 

requirements, as they take telephone 

payments.

When you’re a 24 Hour Television channel, site security is critical part of the day to day business.  Sonic were handed the task to provide TV 

channel Hobby Craft with an HD IP Security solution that would meet their requirements.  

Sonic Security Services Ltd worked to strict time scales so that the TV channel had CCTV in place prior to the channel going live on TV.  Sonic 

delivered the project on time  and to schedule installing a variety of High Definition IP cameras from the Avigilon Multi-sensor, Avigilon 

Bullets and Avigilon Mini-domes.  The Multi-sensor cameras were ideal for recording 360 degree coverage in large areas without losing any 

critical footage.

Our Avigilon system won the project with its industry leading patent HDSM as it reduces HD streaming using low bandwidth.  The was key 

as we had to utilized the customer’s existing network.  We also had to achieve 90 days recording to comply with the customers criteria to 

meet Payment Card Industry requirements which Avigilon enabled us to meet without excessive costs on storage.

Sonic also were given the task to undertake the access control installation works in conjunction with the 

CCTV installation, please see our Access control case study for more information.
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